Achieve HIPAA Compliance with Symantec Control Compliance Suite

If your organization is considered a HIPAA Covered Entity, Health Plan, or Business Associate and handles electronic Protected Health Information (ePHI), demonstrating compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act’s (HIPAA) Security Rule can be challenging. Protecting patients’ PHI is vital in order to minimize your legal and financial risks as well as prevent damage to your reputation and business.

Yet even with stiff penalties and fines, many health care organizations are at significant risk of failing a HIPAA audit or experiencing a PHI-related security breach – especially as cyber criminals continue to identify the healthcare industry as a lucrative target. 94% of health care organizations admitted to at least one breach of PHI within the past two years. And the financial consequences can be devastating: a national insurer was fined $1.7 million for not securing access to an online database, and a Massachusetts eye and ear clinic was fined $1.5 million for a data breach.¹

This is further complicated by the fact that healthcare providers often need to comply with additional compliance requirements stipulated under other regulations, like PCI DSS for credit card information, or state laws, which can be even stricter than HIPAA.

Many healthcare organizations rely on Symantec Control Compliance Suite to implement and manage their HIPAA risk and compliance program, assess and prioritize security controls, continuously monitor their risk exposure, and provide a unified view to security as well as business leadership. Control Compliance Suite helps you assess your compliance posture, prepare for the next audit, and understand your organization’s compliance with the HIPAA Security Rule and other applicable regulations.

Why It’s Difficult to Get a Complete Picture of Your Compliance

Addressing the challenges associated with implementing and managing a HIPAA compliance program is challenging, but also critical, in order to demonstrate your organization is not only satisfying regulations but also successfully translating abstract compliance into actionable security. Many organizations struggle with these common challenges:

Challenge #1: Complying with multiple regulations such as HIPAA, PCI DSS, and SOX

HIPAA isn’t the only requirement that many healthcare organizations must satisfy. Most healthcare entities must also comply with PCI DSS, SOX, state laws, and other regulations, which make assessing, managing, and reporting infinitely more complex. Organizations that establish a front-to-back information governance program that connects regulations, via policies and procedures, to the actual technical and procedural controls will minimize duplicate efforts, greatly simplify their compliance processes, and easily demonstrate compliance.

Challenge #2: Getting an up-to-date view of your business and technical risks

Continually getting a clear picture of your business-relevant and technical security risks can be a daunting undertaking. Answering

difficult, but essential, questions such as, “Which of our desktops need to be upgraded to satisfy this security standard?” and “How does the new healthcare organization we just acquired stack up in terms of risk posture?” are nearly impossible if you’re manually collecting data. Automating the entire process – from data collection to reporting – gives you continual insights into the status of your technical and business risks.

Challenge #3: Managing Business Associate Agreements and other vendor contracts for compliance

Many healthcare organizations work with a vast number of vendors that process PHI on their behalf and are, therefore, required by HIPAA to manage a Business Associate Agreement (BAA) for each of them. Assessing vendors’ compliance with the terms of a BAA is complex and time-consuming, but also critical, since healthcare organizations are responsible for their vendors’ appropriate protection of PHI.

Challenge #4: Continually managing policies, procedures, and training

Other important aspects of maintaining HIPAA compliance that are often overlooked include regularly updating HIPAA training manuals, tracking which employees across your organization participated in required security training classes, and more. The larger the healthcare organization the more challenging it is to keep this information up-to-date and ready for reporting in case an audit occurs.

How Control Compliance Suite Helps You Attain HIPAA Compliance

A software solution alone can’t make you compliant – it’s your processes and properly secured assets that ensure HIPAA compliance. A solution like Symantec Control Compliance Suite can make attaining and maintaining compliance an easier, more reliable, cost effective, and faster process.

Symantec Control Compliance Suite combines both procedural and technical information to help achieve HIPAA compliance including:

- Supporting end-to-end automation of internal and external assessments of procedural and technical controls.
- Automating the integration of multiple evidentiary sources and supporting multi-regulation compliance such as HIPAA and PCI DSS.
- Providing compliance and risk visibility in a highly complex technical and vendor ecosystem.
- Generating audit-ready reports and dashboards.
- Calculating and aggregating risk scores according to your healthcare organization’s unique thresholds.

End-to-end automation for technical and procedural controls

Proving HIPAA compliance requires collecting and maintaining an enormous amount of data about the controls in your environment. Control Compliance Suite automates assessments of technical controls that require secure configuration settings by using network and asset discovery – including for third-party systems.

Figure 1: By mapping mandates, policies, and technical and procedural information to a control framework, Control Compliance Suite gives you a complete view into your risk posture.
By automating IT infrastructure assessments, you can quickly identify misconfigured assets and prioritize issues for remediation. If a technical asset requires attention that affects your compliance status, such as a laptop requiring encryption, Control Compliance Suite will list the prioritized issue in a remediation report so you can take appropriate action. It even integrates with Symantec ServiceDesk and third-party service desk tools so your helpdesk can be automatically notified when an issue requires their attention and provide feedback to Control Compliance Suite when the issue is addressed, thus providing closed-loop remediation visibility.

Control Compliance Suite helps you pinpoint gaps in your procedural controls with out-of-the-box support for HIPAA regulations and standards that are translated into user questionnaires. You can use these questionnaires to assess the effectiveness of your procedural security controls, evaluate overall employee awareness, and support security training.

Combining multiple data sources and supporting multi-regulation compliance

Control Compliance Suite can combine evidence from multiple sources, including other solutions such as Symantec Data Loss Prevention or third-party vulnerability scanners, so you have a complete view of your compliance posture. The evidence that Control Compliance Suite collects is formatted appropriately and mapped to HIPAA policies and regulations.

Many organizations that need to comply with HIPAA also have multiple mandates to satisfy, such as state privacy laws (which are often stricter than HIPAA), or PCI DSS if they accept credit card payments. Control Compliance Suite provides templates for over 100+ regulations out-of-the-box. You can assess your technical and procedural controls’ status once across all applicable regulations and utilize that information to report on multiple mandates without repeating work.

Generating audit-ready reports and dashboards

Understanding your overall risk posture is critical. With Control Compliance Suite, you can answer specific questions such as, “What’s my overall risk score?” while preparing for audits. This type of flexible risk analysis is invaluable for assessing HIPAA compliance and understanding if you’re taking the appropriate steps to protect PHI from cyber criminals.

Risk-based, dynamic dashboards show your overall HIPAA compliance status so you can focus on your highest priorities. Control Compliance Suite’s risk-ranked results help you determine which risks pose the biggest threats so you can create a prioritized plan for addressing them. You can also setup role-based viewing for reports and dashboards so users view just the information that is appropriate for their role. You can even give auditors access to specific reports while you maintain complete visibility and control over the information they can access and view.

Assessing Business Associate Agreement compliance and vendor risk

Many healthcare organizations have hundreds, or even thousands, of vendors who handle PHI on their behalf. HIPAA requires a Business Associate Agreement (BAA) for each of these vendors. All vendors must also assure you that they are properly securing your PHI data in order to minimize security risks.

Control Compliance Suite simplifies and streamlines the process of managing BAAs including understanding how well your vendors are complying with security requirements. By automating vendor BAA security and risk assessments, you can facilitate secure on-boarding and off-boarding and execute security assessments for third- and fourth-party suppliers.
Business level reporting for executives and boards

With the prevalence of security breaches hitting the news, it’s not surprising that executives and board members want to be assured of your organization’s security status. Control Compliance Suite fills this gap by answering broad questions such as “What’s my overall risk posture?” and more specific queries including, “What are our organization’s compliance scores for HIPAA and PCI DSS?” Control Compliance Suite can help build confidence with your board and executive team, by delivering up-to-date risk, security, and compliance information.

Figure 2: All controls are configurable in Control Compliance Suite and each control statement can be mapped to the appropriate HIPAA mandate.
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Figure 3: Procedural assessment questions are mapped to controls in Control Compliance Suite.

Figure 4: HIPAA compliance audit report in Control Compliance Suite.
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Next Steps

Take the next step in learning how Control Compliance Suite can help you support HIPAA compliance and protect PHI while giving you a unified view of your security controls and risks. Learn More

Figure 5: You can easily assess compliance for multiple mandates and overall compliance for all organizational controls.